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RG Status

• Documents
  – RFC 5783 “Congestion Control in the RFC Series” published in February
  – Draft on Open Issues in CC Research: in RFC Editor queue since 7 October

• Experimental CC Specifications
  – MuLTFRc: three reviews received; after update, two ok’ed, one didn’t working on update to address comments; some details presented today
  – TCP Proposals: CUBIC, H-TCP: ball is with the authors.
    Compound-TCP: awaiting activity in TCPM (lack of interest?)
  – Recently, a new proposal was sent to the list (draft-dong-wmrc-rtpcontrol-01.txt), please provide some feedback

• Internet Capacity Sharing Architecture (ICSA) Design Team: no news
Meetings

• Today’s agenda
  – Update on MuLTFRG draft (draft-irtf-iccrg-multfrg-01) (20 minutes)
    Stein Gjessing
  – SCTP's Congestion Control and TCP-Friendliness (15 minutes)
    Michael Tüxen
  – TCP-Friendliness of SCTP and CMT (30 minutes)
    Ilknur Aydin
  – ConEx: A Research Tool For IPv6 Congestion Control (45 minutes)
    John Leslie

• Next meeting
  – IETF meeting in Prague, Czech republic, 27 March – 1 April 2011